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Why study (early) medieval towns?!

I. To generate new
(geo)archaeological data!

Some archaeologists and historians think we already
know all about them. Actually, we don’t…!

In the past, the same historical and material sources
have been used and re-interpreted over and over !

Individual variations and differences over time
have been systematically overlooked!
Figure!2:!Location!of!the!12!block!samples!in!profile!(taken!next!to!the!pollen!samples!to!the!left!(PB1Y
6)).!

Mind the gap! (in our knowledge)!

?!

II. To avoid generalising narratives
about (early) medieval towns!

Why use micromorphology?!

of!
How and why these towns came into being!

III. To understand complex stratigraphy!

What the first phases looked like!

Two most common types of complex stratigraphy found in medieval and Viking-age towns:!

How they changed through time!
How they were used and how people lived there!
How towns differed from each other!
What they had in common!
Why some of them stopped existing!

1. Thinly laminated
microstratigraphy
in early medieval
Antwerpen!

What their youngest phases looked like!
…!
!
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Figure!3:!Location!of!the!12!block!samples!in!profile,!showing!the!exact!colour!of!the!sampled!units!as!
shown!in!figure!2!(width!of!small!sample!box!ca.!6!cm).!
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1. Pre-town environment!
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2. The earliest phases!

Figure!2:!Location!of!the!12!block!samples!in!profile!(taken!next!to!the!pollen!samples!to!the!left!(PB1Y
6)).!

Par%cularly in the case of Viking-age towns, but also for early medieval emporia,
tradi%onal historical narra%ves have been based on the assump%on that these places
were founded on “pris%ne” loca%ons where no previous habita%on or ac%vi%es had taken
place.
(max.!
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Analysis
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this1! was
the case
onefragments!
single site
(Kaupang),
reasonably!dark,!greyish!and!seem!to!have!been!fired!in!reducing!conditions,!at!times!
others show clear traces of cul%va%on.
masking!much!of!the!expected!birefringence!of!the!clay!during!the!firing!process.!!
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From top left: Antwerpen (Belgium): the pre-1880s street layout by E. Joris on an aerial view;
Kaupang (Norway); Lier (Belgium): market square on a 16th-century map by Braun & Hogenberg,
aerial view; Hedeby (Germany); Tongeren (Belgium). The studied sites are respectively 7-11th
century (Antwerpen); 9-10th (Kaupang); 11-14th (Lier); 9-11th (Hedeby); 1- late 5th (Tongeren). !

2. Homogeneous
“dark earths” in
medieval Lier!
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In Lier the early phases of the known market place
provided clues as to what an uncobbled market
looks like under the microscope: !
• trampling!
1 cm
• gradual sediment accretion!
• input of different types of waste: domestic, food
preparation, fuel, artisanal, building, …!

whereas the

C

Methodology!
methods
andframework!
Combining atheory,
theoretical
interpretive
chart!
of biographies of towns
using set themes (Wouters forthcoming) !
with geoarchaeological methods: primarily micromorphology!
together with: ! • texture analysis (similarity index, see Langohr et al.
!
1976) to determine lithological (dis)continuities!

Very similar accumulation (ca. 15 cm) was found in
Hedeby, suggesting a type of “amended A horizon”
or early market constituted its first urban phase.
This was followed by stabling (see theme 3). !

•
•
•

Figure!3:!Location!of!the!12!block!samples!in!profile,!showing!the!exact!colour!of!the!sampled!units!as!
shown!in!figure!2!(width!of!small!sample!box!ca.!6!cm).!
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Top leJ: two dark earths (Lier) represen,ng market ac,vi,es, the younger
one containing a greater concentra,on and varia,on of anthropogenic
waste. Right: thin sec,on showing the start of non-agricultural ac,vi,es in
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8
Hedeby
at ca. 1.30 m depth in two separate loca,ons, exhibi,ng the characteris,cs of markets
as found in Lier, with high concentra,ons of hazelnut shells and wood chips, as well as traces of
omnivore coprolites in the contact zone between ancient soil and accumula,on.

Figure'
D 6' (left):' 813H814,' PPL,' 100x:' dusty' clay' coatings' of' voids.' Figure' 7' (right):' 813,' PPL,' 25x:'
earthworm'channel'illustrating'the'level'of'bioturbation'in'unit'813.'
'

Indica,ons for fer,lisa,on and agricultural use are the presence of dusty/silty
clay coa,ngs sugges,ng an unprotected soil surface (A); increased porosity
compared to C horizon; remains of (eroded/fragmented) household waste
(charcoal, bone, po@ery, …) (B); bioturba,on by roots and mesofauna (C);
signiﬁcant concentra,ons of grain phytoliths (ar,culated/clustered); traces of
anthropogenic soil mixing (implement marks) (D). The la@er were not found
Antwerpen, however, the thickness of the ancient top soil suggested possible
accumula,on through the addi,on of plaggen.

producing detailed information!

Aims!

Lower leJ, Lier: high medieval lead glazed po@ery shard (A); Husk fragment containing
ar,culated cereal phytoliths, by-product of on-site cereal processing (B); Planar voids due to soil
compac,on/trampling (C); construc,on debris such as limestone (with fossil foraminifera (f)) (D).

D
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phytoliths in thin section (cf. Vrydaghs et al. 2016)!
microXRF of block and thin section!
(limited) geochemistry!
making towns !
comparable without losing
sight of individuality!

integrating spatial and
diachronic data !

In Antwerpen stabling was (after truncation of the cultivated soil)
the earliest activity. In two separate locations truncation followed by
leveling of the surface after which indoors stabling of herbivores.!
!

!

Figure'8'(left):'813,'PPL,'25x:'very'dark'brown'to'black'fine'matter'mixed'in'with'the'original'fabric.'
Note' the' sharp' boundary' between' the' two' fabrics,' which' could' potentially' be' an' implement' mark.'
Figure' 9' (right):' 813,' PPL,' 25x:' Aggregate' of' very' dark' brown,' fine' matter' composed' of' clusters' of'
phytoliths,'molten'silica'and'microcharcoal,'suggestive'of'ash'remains'of'which'the'calcitic'component'
has'been'leached'out.'

!

3. Evolution of activities through time!

4. The functions of buildings!

The changing activities through time as recorded using micromorphology are shown for each site, with in some cases
multiple locations per site. In combination with materials from excavation and improvements in dating techniques, the
sites’ evolution through time can be understood in greater detail as more phases are identified and interpretations more
specific. !

!

At all 5 sites, micromorphology and associated
techniques made it possible to:!
!
- identify surfaces and features as belonging to
either indoor or outdoor spaces!
-

mitigate the effects of adverse preservation
conditions on the identification of buildings:
identification of remains of house floors
despite bioturbation or low pH!

-

distinguish between active floor layers versus
floor preparation layers!

-

characterise floor maintenance!

-

distinguish between different functions of
buildings: stables, domestic buildings,
workshops, etc.!

!

Figure' 10' (left):' 813H814,' PPL,' 400x:' Detail' of' the' micromass' showing' a' number' of' phytoliths' (p),'
diatoms'(d)'and'a'chrysophycaea'(c).'Figure'11'(right):'813H814,'PPL,'100x:'pottery'fragment.!

!
!
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LeJ: clay ﬂoor prepara,on layer
(Tongeren): no inclusions.

Right: ac,ve ﬂoor layer (trampled charcoal and
inclusions) covered by a silica layer of diatoms
and phytoliths, poin,ng to maintenance with
plant and peat ash.

1 cm!

500 μm

1 mm!

Domestic !

Top: in situ clay
hearth (PPL,
XPL) conﬁrming
the domes,c use
of building 2A at
Kaupang even
though the plot
was severely
bioturbated.

Stable (roofed)!

Figure!2:!Location!of!the!12!block!samples!in!profile!(taken!next!to!the!pollen!samples!to!the!left!(PB1Y
6)).!

6. Youngest phases!

5. Spatial organisation!

Analysing mul%ple features and loca%ons can signiﬁcantly improve our understanding of
space (Hedeby (top right), Kaupang (boFom right), as well as iden%fy recurring paFerns
and counter cri%ques ques%oning the representa%veness of micromorphology. In the
case of dark earths, the knowledge of en%re towns could be improved with systema%c
sampling and analysis (e.g. Antwerpen, boFom leI).
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Top: Thin sec,on (leJ)
showing diﬀerently
preserved plant remains
overlying a trampled, Penriched crust containing
ar,culated grass phytoliths,
XRF of corresponding block
(Antwerpen) (right).
LeJ: digested and
undigested fodder remains
such as leaves and straw,
mixed with wood chips and
bark (Hedeby).!

1 cm!

1 mm!

Metalworking waste pit!

7. Post-depositional transformations!
These can be chemical as well as physical alterations, including
assessing the effects of bioturbation, acidity, wetness, oxidoreduction,
etc. It also means identifying the processes that lead to dark earth
formation, which may be strongly developed or only at its initial
stages (as was the case in a unit built up largely of building debris in
Lier, where rapid accumulation slowed down mixing and dark earth
formation) on a case-by-case basis.!

Figure 1: Image by
Christina Makarona
(@cmarkable)!

Hedeby: three diﬀerent loca,ons were sampled based on
geomagne,c anomalies: inside a metalworking waste pit
(1), inside a house (2), and in a back garden (3).

Ca. 50 cm of metalworking debris
found in a pit of the youngest
phase of Hedeby, explaining the
geomagnetic anomaly below. It
contained crucible and clay mould
fragments, as well as
hammerscale, and metal slag
(top, PPL, XPL) of iron (XRF
image left) and silver (XRF image
bottom) !

1
2
A ﬂood event in the very top of the youngest dark earth (Lier) is a@ested by a spike in sponge spicules,
middle) as well as through quan,ﬁca,on compared to underlying units(top right), leJover
anthropogenic waste, and structural collapse indicated by polyconcave voids. The market place was
elevated and cobbled soon aJer this ﬂooding. Sponge spicule ﬁgure and counts by Y. Devos.

Figure!3:!Location!of!the!12!block!samples!in!profile,!showing!the!exact!colour!of!the!sampled!units!as!
visually (top
shown!in!figure!2!(width!of!small!sample!box!ca.!6!cm).!

0,5 m!
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500 μm!
Colluvium: slightly rounded bone and smaller, more
strongly rounded calcined bone fragment on the leJ,
embedded in dark, humus- and charcoal-rich matrix,
located at the bo@om of a gradual slope (Hedeby). !

In Antwerpen (leJ), early medieval dark earths are known from many loca,ons, but
have not yet been studied systema,cally. At Kaupang (right), more systema,c
analysis has allowed signiﬁcant improvements to the town plan.

As is clear from the comparison of the final phases (Theme 6) in
Figure 3, truncation is one of the biggest causes of problems with
understanding this aspect of early medieval towns. Historical debates
about the supposed decline of these towns, particularly those in
Scandinavia, are common, while the material evidence is much more
difficult to grasp. In Tongeren, an early medieval dark earth covering
the 6-10th centuries has never been studied using micromorphology
due to the difficulties with encountering an undisturbed portion of this
important unit. Improvements in targeted sampling and an increased
awareness among excavators will hopefully prevent this in the future.!
In later medieval contexts, such as Lier, the final phase before
elevation and cobbling of the market surface was more accessible. !

Right: Fragment of non-metallurgical slag in a house deposit at
Kaupang. In this case, such fragments were the only a@esta,on of
previously present ash, which had leached out.
Bo@om: Stages of bone diagenesis at Kaupang.

500 μm

500 μm

Conclusions!
The applica%on of micromorphology and associated geoarchaeological techniques has strong poten%al to contribute to essen%al historical and archaeological
research ques%ons concerning early medieval and Viking-age towns in Northwest Europe. By genera%ng new data and elucida%ng stra%graphy, ac%vi%es, single
events as well as long-term processes, a more detailed and nuanced image of these towns can be created. Moreover, new evidence is ﬁnally provided to help
untangle the problems associated with some of the most elusive and heavily debated phases in the towns’ record, such as their gesta%on and youngest phases.
In a biographical framework, the diachronic and spa%al aspects of urban seFlements are combined and the explora%on of a set number of themes makes it
possible to compare them systema%cally without losing sight of their idiosyncrasies. This approach, where interpreta%ons are strongly founded on
empirical evidence, can challenge outdated and generalised historical narra%ves. This study suggests that in combina%on with
profound knowledge of the debates at hand, the micromorphologist is able to make a fundamental contribu%on
to the “big ques%ons” in the ﬁeld of (early medieval) urbanism. Perhaps even
more importantly, these new insights
lead to

Do other Viking towns such as Ribe (Denmark) and Birka
(Sweden) exhibit temporary/seasonal occupa%on before
becoming permanent towns?
What was the role of agriculture in early medieval towns?

New questions!!
What is the spa%al varia%on in towns in diﬀerent periods?

Which recurring patterns or signatures can we
detect using the microscope?!

Yannick Devos, Luc Vrydaghs, Karen Milek, Dries Tys, Christina
Makarona, Charly French, Dagfinn Skre, Joachim Schultze,
Volker Hilberg, Svetlana Khamnueva, Jann Wendt, Tim Bellens,
Anne Schryvers, Bart Bartholomieux, Tomas Bradt, Natasja de
Winter, Patrick Reygel, Richard Macphail, Kristin Ismail-Meier,
Christine Pümpin, Anton Ervynck, QRA New Reasearch Workers’
Award for funding the fabrication of 11 thin sections, the Hercules
Foundation for the funds for the acquisition of the μXRF
instrument (UAB/1309). !
!

References & further reading!

What is the signiﬁcance and representa%veness
of ﬁnding stabling as earliest ac%vity in many of
the towns?

When do markets as a phenomenon emerge in the Low
Countries? Do they have similar forma%on characteris%cs as
those found in Lier?
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Figure 3: Comparative summary of results per town per theme, except for theme 3 (see Figure 1). Image by Christina Makarona (@cmarkable)!
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